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Abstract: 

This writing seeks to examine a subject and that is what is Imam Khomeini’s view regarding Islamic civilization and 

according to him how can the Islamic civilization be revived? One of the scenes that has been very much neglected 

regarding Imam Khomeini is the aspect of his thoughts that make civilization.  

According to Imam when Muslims pass four phases they will reach their well-being and greatness that was before and it 

was at the top of Islam. First getting to know the causes and the factors behind the decline of the world of Islam such as 

forgetting the teachings of making civilization that has to do with religion and an inclination regarding being aristocrats 

disagreement  of the body of believers feeling helpless vis-à-vis foreigners.  

Secondly getting to know and using factors to save the world of Islam from that stagnation and downgrade such as 

becoming awakened from ignorance and forgetting sleep, getting to know oneself, believing oneself and leaning on 

oneself, utilizing religious teachings and fighting against oppression.  

Thirdly putting aside superstitions together with unity and unanimity and training oneself using original teachings of 

Islam and dislodging oneself from constraints and bonds that are outside and inside through destroying the effects of 

oppression. Fourth reviving Islamic civilization through formation of free republics using the slogan not East and not 

West.  

To reach that valuable and great goal Imam Khomeini put forward Iran’s Islamic republic rule as a sample and that was 

for the world of Islam. According to Imam the problems of human beings society will be solved only through returning to 

original Islam. The original Islamic teachings form the strategies, the principles of domestic policy, foreign policy, culture, 

economics and management of Islamic civilization. In practice Imam Khomeini (peace be upon him) through the 

founding of Islamic civilization based on Shia teachings in the Islamic republic and submitting that to the world paved the 

path for the appearance grounds of the promised savior and the arrival of the good time ending of human beings 

history.  

 Imam invites all general publics that are oppressed to seek justice and get back their rights from the oppressors. The 

export of the revolution denotes suggesting the thought of seeking justice and seeking what is true to the general 

publics. 
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